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Today

• Noisy channel model of machine translation 

• Phrase-based translation 

• Decoding for phrase-based  
translation



Translation quality

• We can measure quality of a translation in 
two dimensions: 
‣ Adequacy: How accurately does translation represent the 

meaning of the original? 

‣ Fluency: Is the translation a good string of the target 
language (“good English”)? 

• How can we select a fluent translation?



Fluency
Israeli officials are responsible for airport security. 

Israel is in charge of the security at this airport. 

The security work for this airport is the responsibility of the Israel government. 

Israeli side was in charge of the security of this airport. 

Israel is responsible for the airport’s security. 

Israel is responsible for safety work at this airport. 

Israel presides over the security of the airport. 

Israel took charge of the airport security. 

The safety of this airport is taken charge of by Israel. 

This airport’s security is the responsibility of the Israeli security officials.

(from Koehn book)



Noisy Channel Model

• We can model fluency with a language model 
P(e) of the target language. 
‣ can estimate from lots of monolingual data! 

• Noisy Channel Model (remember ASR?):

translation model 
(for adequacy)

language model 
(for fluency)

P (e | f) = P (f | e) · P (e)

P (f)

/ P (f | e) · P (e)



Word alignments
the clients and the associates are enemies .

los clientes y los asociados son enemigos .
the company has three groups .

la empresa tiene tres grupos .
its groups are in Europe .

sus grupos estan en Europa .
the modern groups sell strong pharmaceuticals .

los grupos modernos venden medicinas fuertes .
the groups do not sell zanzanine .

los grupos no venden zanzanina .
the small groups are not modern .

los grupos pequenos no son modernos .

Garcia and associates .

Garcia y asociados .
Carlos Garcia has three associates .

Carlos Garcia tiene tres asociados .
his associates are not strong .

sus asociados no son fuertes .
Garcia has a company also .

Garcia tambien tiene una empresa .
its clients are angry .

sus clientes estan enfadados .
the associates are also angry .

los asociados tambien estan enfadados .

Word*aligner



Word-based translation model

• Could derive model for word-by-word translation, 
e.g. from IBM Model 1:

P (f | e) =
X

a

P (f , a | e)

/
lfY

j=1

leX

i=1

P (fj | ei)



Phrase-based translation

• But want to translate entire phrases (i.e. substrings): 
‣ translation of one word can consist of multiple words 

‣ context of word in phrase can help disambiguate 
 
 
 
 
 

• Note: these “phrases” need not be linguistically 
meaningful constituents.

natürlich hat john spass am spiel

of course john has fun with the game



Phrase-based translation model

P (f | e) =
IY

i=1

�(f̄i | ēi) · d(starti � endi�1 � 1)

phrase translation 
probability

distance-based 
reordering model

(the whole thing gets multiplied by P(e) later)

number of phrases



Reordering Model
Let’s assume a simple model for reordering for now.



Learning phrase translations

• Extend word alignments to phrase alignments. 

• Collect all phrase pairs from the parallel corpus 
(both big and small — we want all phrase pairs). 

• Estimate phrase translation probabilities P(f | e) 
using maximum likelihood estimation 
(plus smoothing).



Word alignments
Combine word alignments from both directions 

to overcome one-to-many limitations.



Consistent phrases

• Two phrases e, f are consistent with word alignment A if 
‣ for every word w in e, all words that A aligns with w  

must be in f, and vice versa 

‣ at least one word in e and one word in f are aligned  
with each other.



I     open    the    box

watashi

wa

hako

wo

akemasu

Phrase Extraction
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I     open    the    box

watashi
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Phrase Extraction

hako wo akemasu / open the box



Decoding

• We now have: 

‣ noisy channel P(e | f) ∝ P(f | e) * P(e) 

‣ language model P(e) 

‣ phrase-based translation model  
 

• We need to solve the decoding problem: 
for a given f, compute argmaxe P(e | f).

P (f | e) =
IY

i=1

�(f̄i | ēi) · d(starti � endi�1 � 1)



Basic idea

er geht ja nicht nach hause
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er geht ja nicht nach hause

he



Basic idea

er geht ja nicht nach hause

he does not



Basic idea

er geht ja nicht nach hause

he does not



Basic idea

er geht ja nicht nach hause
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Basic idea

er geht ja nicht nach hause

he does not go



Basic idea

er geht ja nicht nach hause

he does not go home



More realistically
Translation Options

he

er geht ja nicht nach hause

it
, it

, he

is
are

goes
go

yes
is

, of course

not
do not

does not
is not

after
to

according to
in

house
home

chamber
at home

not
is not

does not
do not

home
under house
return home

do not

it is
he will be

it goes
he goes

is
are

is after all
does

to
following
not after

not to

,

not
is not

are not
is not a

• Many translation options to choose from

– in Europarl phrase table: 2727 matching phrase pairs for this sentence
– by pruning to the top 20 per phrase, 202 translation options remain

Chapter 6: Decoding 8



Decoding as Search
start with empty hypothesis (no words translated)Decoding: Start with Initial Hypothesis

er geht ja nicht nach hause

initial hypothesis: no input words covered, no output produced

Chapter 6: Decoding 11



Decoding as Search
Decoding: Hypothesis Expansion

er geht ja nicht nach hause

are

it

he

create hypotheses for all other translation options

Chapter 6: Decoding 13

expand hypotheses by next English word



Decoding as Search
Decoding: Hypothesis Expansion

er geht ja nicht nach hause

are

it

he

create hypotheses for all other translation options

Chapter 6: Decoding 13

expand hypotheses by next English word

next English word

which Foreign words covered?

P = ϕ(it | er) * d(0) * PLM(it)



Decoding as Search
continue expanding hypothesesDecoding: Hypothesis Expansion

er geht ja nicht nach hause

are

it

he
goes

does not

yes

go

to

home

home

also create hypotheses from created partial hypothesis

Chapter 6: Decoding 14

P = ϕ(home | nach Hause) 
       * d(0) * PLM(home | not)



Decoding as Search
Decoding: Find Best Path

er geht ja nicht nach hause

are

it

he
goes

does not

yes

go

to

home

home

backtrack from highest scoring complete hypothesis

Chapter 6: Decoding 15

backtrack from highest-scoring complete hypothesis



Computational issues

• Search space is huge. 
‣ exponential in sentence length (because of free reordering) 

‣ in fact, finding best translation is NP-complete 

• Need heuristics to deal with complexity. 
‣ beam search: stack decoding 

‣ A* search



Stack Decoding
Stacks

are

it

he

goes does not

yes

no word
translated

one word
translated

two words
translated

three words
translated

• Hypothesis expansion in a stack decoder

– translation option is applied to hypothesis
– new hypothesis is dropped into a stack further down

Chapter 6: Decoding 21



Stack Decoding

• Limit number of hypotheses per stack. 
‣ histogram pruning: only keep best n hypotheses in each 

stack, for some fixed n 

‣ threshold pruning: prune out hypotheses whose probability 
is worse than best hypothesis by more than some factor α 

• This reduces translation complexity to quadratic. 
‣ but now we can make search errors, i.e. best translation can 

be pruned out by accident 

‣ imposing hard limit on reordering distance reduces 
complexity to linear



Translating Easy Part FirstTranslating the Easy Part First?

the tourism initiative addresses this for the first time

the

die
tm:-0.19,lm:-0.4,

d:0, all:-0.65

tourism

touristische
tm:-1.16,lm:-2.93

d:0, all:-4.09

the first time

das erste mal
tm:-0.56,lm:-2.81

d:-0.74. all:-4.11 

initiative

initiative
tm:-1.21,lm:-4.67

d:0, all:-5.88

both hypotheses translate 3 words
worse hypothesis has better score

Chapter 6: Decoding 25

Both hypotheses translate three words.  
Worse hypothesis has better score.



Estimating future costs

• Idea (A* search): visit hypotheses in order of  
f(hyp) = g(hyp) + h(hyp), where 
‣ g is cost so far (cost = - log P) 

‣ h is estimated cost for completing hypothesis 

‣ this can speed up search, guaranteed to find optimal translation 

• Estimating future costs: 
‣ translation cost: use best individual phrase translations for 

remaining words 

‣ language model: use LM cost of individual translations 

‣ reordering model: set to 0 (ignore this)



Summary

• Noisy channel translation: combine translation 
model with language model. 

• Phrase-based translation: combine and reorder 
arbitrarily long substrings. 

• Decoding is hard; use heuristics. 
‣ stack decoding 

‣ A* search


